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CAFEH is a series of studies: Reported here are primary 
findings from the first study which is largely completed 

All are community-based participatory research  



Somerville – air 
conditioning 
reduces PNC 
indoors 

Fuller et al. 



Chinatown –PNC 
concentrations do 
not decline much, 
most of the time up 
to 35 meters 

Wu et al. 



PNC at Countway (central site), but not near highway or modeled, is associated 
with our biomarkers for short term exposure. 







Somerville: on-road, residential –  
model predicts PNC reasonably well. 

Winter Summer 



Hourly 
predictive 
models with 
about 20 
meter 
resolution.  
Not very 
transferable 
from 
geographic 
area to area 

Patton et al. 



Study 
population 



There was 
differential 
error in 
geographic 
position 
assignment 
that we 
corrected 





Time activity 
adjustment 
differentially 
reduced 
exposures 
for near 
highway 
participants 

Lane et al. 



Adjusting for time activity improved linearity of association with CRP (and IL-6) – 
Somerville data only 

Lane et al. 



A higher PNC of 10,000 particles/cm3 was associated with 
higher DBP of 2.40 mmHg (p = 0.03), independent of other 
factors in the model.  
 
There were no significant associations for PM2.5 or BC.  
 
Associations of DBP with PNC were more pronounced among 
obese individuals than non-obese individuals. “ 
 
Chung et al., Int. J. Environ. Res. Public Health 2015, 12  
 

Marginal associations of TAA-PNC with S/IHD and 
hypertension,  
but not diabetes, except possibly in Asians 
 
Li et al., IJERPH, 2016 



TAA-PNC is associated positively, after adjusting for several confounders 
(negative confounding) but not significantly with CRP, IL-6 and TNFRII and 

negatively with fibrinogen.  Stronger in white participants than Asian. 



Adjustment for 
confounders, 
especially BMI, 
improves linearity 







Strengths:   
 Monitoring, model building and exposure assessment 
 Objective health outcome measures 
 Ability to control for many potential confounders 
 Have data on other pollutants 
 Random, reasonably representative sample 
  
 
Limitations:  
 Monitoring, model building and exposure assessment 
 Cross sectional 
 Main analysis is not actual development of disease 
 Single pollutant models 
 Small N 
  



Conclusions:   
  
We generated some evidence for UFP association with health 
 
Came out about the same time as some other UFP epidemiology 
 
But finer grain, near roadway exposure assignment 
 
Need for larger, longitudinal studies 
 
We will publish on a larger, lonfitudinal cohort soon 
  
  
  





Time activity 
patterns 
differed by 
working and 
non-working 


